July 28, 2011
Ainslie Willock, Director
Bayfield Ratepayers Association
17 Bayfield Terrace
Bayfield, ON N0M 1G0
519-565-2469
ainsliewillock@hotmail.com
www.bra.camp8.org
Bradley Skinner, Principal Architect,
Skinner and Skinner Architects of London
skinnerarchitects@mac.com, and
Lori Wolfe, CAO, Municipality of Bluewater
l.wolfe@town.bluewater.on.ca
Dear Brad and Lori,
Subject: !
!
!

Bayfield Ratepayers Association Comments
Plans for Historic Public Library, Washrooms and Post Office

On behalf of Bayfield Ratepayer Association members, Iʼd like to thank you for the
excellent public presentation of the proposed design for a new community building to
house a larger library, public washrooms and a post office in the centre of the village.
Residents were well represented and eager to see and comment on the plans. Iʼd also
like to thank you for this opportunity to comment on the design.
The Bayfield Ratepayers Association supports the design (see attached policy) and
wants to submit these additional comments and suggestions:
Library on Main Street
We support the location of the Library, Public Washrooms and Post Office on Main
Street - at the current location. The library, archives and post office are the only
elements that brings together both residents and nonresidents on Main Street. It is the
historic heart of our community and should not be moved elsewhere in the village.
Library “Hotspot” Park
As stated at the meeting - we much prefer a Library Hotspot Park (LHP) to surround the
building - rather than the proposed paved driveway and parking lot. The library already
offers members limited internet service but formalizing the service by having a park and
calling it LHP will encourage use and visitors. A LHP would be much more in keeping
with the look and feel of the Village and Main Street and it would increase the usable
reading and program space for residents and visitors alike.
To accommodate the best use of a LHP, the back of the library needs to be designed to
flow to the outside library space.
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Regulated Parking Outside Library/Post Office and Saving Mature Trees
Eliminating the paved parking at the back of the library should mean that the mature
trees there would be saved - which residents support.
To help manage parking - parking can be regulated directly in front of the Library and
Post Office to allow for short term book drop off and mail pickup (15 minute parking
spots) and longer visits (one hour parking spots).
Community Area & Mature Trees
We fully agree with the planʼs goal of celebrating our community spirit through a green
“courtyard” space in front of the library. While our preference is for maintaining mature
trees - in cases where every effort is made and that isnʼt possible - we support planting
larger young trees. We recommend contacting the Bayfield Tree Project for
recommendations of species to plant.
More Public Toilets
We agree with Clair Soperʼs comment (and a Lionʼs Club member), at the public
presentation, that the public washrooms are currently used by family groups and friends
and relatives - not by single visitors. Consequently, the present proposal for one toilet
for males (with a urinal) and one for females is inadequate. I fully encourage you to
determine a way that we can meet visitorsʼ needs for washroom facilities.
Iʼd also recommend that with many seniors visiting with hip and knee problems, that we
install some toilets that are higher (18”) than the average of 15”. That they be energy
efficient low flush toilets with insulated tanks to prevent condensation on the floor.
We support change tables in both male and female washrooms.
Post Office
As the Post Officeʼs contract is up for renewal in 7 years; we recommend
not compromising our long term needs for this community building for a post office
whose contract includes parking & loading requirements. We support Bill Rowatʼs
(President, Bayfield Historical Society) suggestion that it be determined if the Post
Office could be re-located to the Archives/Old Library building (beside the new building),
but with a separate entrance to accommodate the Post Officeʼs 24/7 hours of operation.
Reclaimed Brick for the Outside of the Building and Chimney
The stone work proposed for the lower half of the front of the building, is not a historic
Main Street feature. All these current Main Street stone features are relatively new:
stone on the front of Leslieʼs a building across the street; Clan Gregor Squareʼs stone
gates; and, the curved stone bench at the NE corner of Main and Charles Street. The
historic buildings on Main Street are constructed of wood or yellow brick and we support
continuing with this theme.
The historic fireplace chimneyʼs on Main Street are mainly made of yellow brick with the
exception of the old livery building - part of the Little Inn - which is made of concrete. We
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support the use of reclaimed yellow brick to tie in with the historic buildings rather than
stone work.
We support the inclusion of a fireplace in the library to help make our winter season
warm and enjoyable and to be part of the overall buildingʼs heating system, and, to
acknowledge a community libraryʼs known function as a villageʼs “living room.”
Our preference is for a reclaimed brick chimney in keeping with the current designʼs
inclusion of an outside chimney beside the front entrance.
Historic Colours
We recommend that the colours for the exterior complement the historic colours on the
Archives building.
Note: that the historic wooden structures on Main Street, including the Archives
Building, have the wood running horizontally. We support continuing with this theme.
Outdoor Lights
We support the use of outdoor lights that compliment the lights that have been used at
Clan Gregor Square and the historic Town Hall.
Port Hole
Brigadier Cliffʼs historic house (across from Clan Gregor Square and FoodLands) has a
domed window at the top of the west side of the building and a “port hole” window on
the Square side of the building or south side. Consequently, the port hole, in the current
library design, reflects a historic village design feature.
FYI: There is also a large round window at the back of the United Church (above the
alter) and a “port hole” air vent at the top of the yellow brick building on Bayfield Terrace
at Mara Street.
Energy Efficiency and Historic Feature
We support the use of a 7 foot overhang at the front of the building to tie in with nearby
historic buildings and as a passive conservation measure to keep the sun off front
windows to help cool the building in the summertime. Likely, one of the reasons why the
early settlers built buildings with overhangs.
We are very pleased that the windows will open to help cool the building.
All other measure to make this an energy efficient building are welcomed.
Posts holding overhand up
Please find photos attached of historic posts holding up overhangs on Main Street
buildings for your consideration.
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Protecting the posts from water damage, near the ground, is recommended. And, it has
been suggested that powder coated metal might be considered.
Roof and Sky Lights
We would like to see a cost benefit analysis for the inclusion of a metal roof rather than
asphalt shingles.
As it is easier for many to read in natural light we are supportive of sky lights. They
would also decrease the need for lighting during the day time.
Library Program Room
A library needs a room to have child and adult programs in. We fully support this
function as proposed in the Bayfield Library design and in the June 2011 first draft
report entitled, “Zurich Branch Library Redevelopment Program 2011” prepared by
Huron County Library staff (see https://bluewater.civicweb.net/Documents/DocumentList.aspx?
ID=2530).
While the program room is designed to be publicly accessed when the library is closed;
it is a “core” library function room.
It should be noted that there is no “extra space” in the library design and that the design
does not include a basement.
Library Computer Area
The Goderich Library currently has 10 computers for public use. We recommend that
Bayfield have six computers and we are pleased that Brad has considered computers
as a speciality area - just like we have for videos, fiction, nonfiction etc...
Conclusion
We would be pleased to look at an updated design that incorporates many of our
suggestions.
Please contact me with any questions or concerns you might have with our comments.
Thank you again for all your good work to make this project one that residents can
celebrate.
Sincerely,

Ainslie Willock, Director
Bayfield Ratepayers Association
Appendixes I,II,III, IV
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Appendix I
Historic Main Street Features:
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Appendix II
Historic Main Street Posts (Iʼm not 100% sure that these are all original):#
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Appendix III
The Bayfield Ratepayers Association exists to:
· Represent the interests of permanent and summer Bayfield residents.
· Maintain the desirable residential features of the Village.
· Keep members informed of matters which affect them as ratepayers or tenants.
· Foster projects in the interest of the Ward as a whole.
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Appendix IV
Bayfield Ratepayers Association's Policy - handed out at the July 9, 2011 Public Meeting:
Public Library, Washrooms and Post Office
July 2011
A resolution requesting that the Municipality of Bluewater be informed that the Bayfield
Ratepayers Association generally supports the plans for the Village of Bayfield's Public Library,
Washrooms and Post Office with the exception of the proposed paved driveway and parking lot
behind the building. We much prefer that a “Library Park/Outdoor Reading Room and Internet
Hotspot” be created to enhance the attractiveness of the village for residents, and visitors and
increases our ability to use that space.

We have concerns that rather than protecting existing trees, the proposed plan would cut down
trees for a parking lot behind the building. We request that it be determined how the new
building can incorporate existing trees into the plans and that parking be regulated for library
use in front of the new building. We should not compromise our long term needs for this
community building for a post office (parking & loading requirements) whose contract is up for
renewal in 7 years.

We are interested in knowing what aspects of the proposed plan reduces the buildingʼs energy
footprint and if this can be improved.

We support and encourage the Municipality of Bluewater's plans to hold pubic consultations this
summer to fully inform and engage residents in the planning process.

Contact: #

#

#

Ainslie Willock,#

#

#

#

Director

#

Bayfield Ratepayers Association

#

#

519-565-2469

www.bra.camp8.org
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